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INTRODUCTION
We are delighted to bring to you our very first market
report which will cover our eBay auction sales from July to
December 2014. From 2015 we intend to write three market reports per year following every third auction sale to
highlight key items, trends, the bizarre and unusual, run
away lots and the more common yet interesting items to
summarise the British comic scene.

Sitting alongside the 1940 Beano Book in the same
December sale was its stable mate, the first Dandy Monster Comic from 1939. In G/VG grade with bright covers
and spine, this copy sold for its reserve of £1,250. Interestingly, both of these first books came from the daughter
of the original owner having been in the family for over
seven decades.

We listed over 1,800 items in our eBay auctions between
July and December 2014 and all results can be found on
our auction results archive with pictures and grades.
These auctions formed an incredibly diverse array of titles
and items, indeed, there were comics— single and special
issues to full years, annuals, books, free gifts, bound volumes, holiday specials, comic libraries, flyers and posters.
As a reference, our grading guide is on our website.

Equally as rare is the 1941 Dandy Monster Comic and several keen collectors bid up a VG- example to £971 in our
November sale. Lowish grade examples of the 1946 and
1948 Dandy Monster Comic books sold for £79 and £103
respectively, which are a long way off the prices seen a
few years ago but these books are
still sought-after. What is apparent
is that internet trading has brought
to market numerous examples in
recent years but rarely do they appear in genuinely high grade. It is
the high grade books that still attain
the premium prices when changing
hands.

When reading through this market report, please bear in
mind that we seek single items to entire collections for
purchase or auction with no collection being too large or
small, so if you are thinking of selling any items or indeed
your collection, please get in touch.

BEANO
Last month DC Thomson proudly announced that the
2015 Beano Book topped the list of best selling annuals at
Christmas, an impressive accolade that they have been
able to boast for 13 of the last 21 years. The Beano Book
was first published for 1940 and we were delighted to
offer an original, un-restored example in our December
auctions, the best that we have seen. After national publicity, the winning buyer, an ex-pat collector who is just
getting back into his long lost hobby of collecting Beano
comics and annuals and who had never seen this rare first
annual before, paid £2,995 for this key item.

That said, rare books will always sell
despite low grade so we weren’t surprised to realise £148 for a Poor/Fair
Magic-Beano Book from 1943 with
several photocopied pages. Nor were
we shocked to achieve £102 for the
1944 edition—with fabulous pillow fight front cover—with
a page missing. Most collectors prefer to have a low grade
example in their collection rather than a gap. Interestingly
though, we know of a collector who recently bought his
first example of the 1940 Dandy Monster Comic—having
waited patiently for 30 years with the gap in his collection
and buying a Fine+ example first time round!
An intriguing element of selling at
auction is that you never know who
might be interested. This is illustrated by the sale of two 1958 Beano
Books, both in Fine condition. One
realised £47 in July whilst the second
sold for over twice that just three
months later - for £110 in October.
Seasonal changes or just two very
determined bidders may explain the
difference in price.
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The BEANO and The DANDY logos are ®© DC Thomson & Co. Ltd., 2015. All associated characters are © DC
Thomson & Co. Ltd. Images used By Kind Permission of DC Thomson & Co. Ltd.
1938 saw the launch of The Beano comic and #1-22 inclusive were published that year, all of which are genuinely rare. Around a year ago we acquired several sublime
‘fresh to the market’ pre-1941 Beano comics, including
some from 1938, all in at least VG condition and some
Fine to Very Fine. We were astonished at how keen the
bidding was on four issues sold from 1938. #9 and #10
made just over £1,000 each, #11 £520 and #15, the first
Fireworks issue a mouth-watering £677, a record for this
issue. It just goes to show that rarity and high grade are
a winning combination, especially when special features

also largely seen for mid 1960s copies too.
Special issues are expected to sell
for more due to their added collectibility and enticing front covers, most
notably the Christmas issues. Indeed, the Christmas Beano 1955
sold for £26, 1962 at £30, 1965 at
£41, 1966 at £24 and 1967 £22.
The Christmas issues are great to
collect as they have fabulous covers
and it’s a realistic prospect to acquire most, if not all, given time.
A collection of early Christmas
Beano comics in low grades produced some excellent results. The
genuine rarity of these issues no
doubt contributed to the prices of
£53 for 1941, with a classic blackout cover story, £152 a piece for
1942 and 1944, plus £43 for 1945.
Through various outlets, our Christmas covers book sold 300 copies in
the three months to Christmas! The
book has received superb praise
and is still available if you have
been tempted—please get in touch.

like Fireworks are added to the mix. #28 also topped the
£500 mark at £523, whilst #56 reached £458
and #39, #40 and #60 made just shy of
£300 each. The very highly graded VFN #92
sky rocketed to £340. All of these prices are
far higher than those achieved in recent
years, suggesting an upwards trend in prewar Beano comics.
The war years are especially hard to find,
with it being well documented that print runs
were lower and the comics themselves actively
encouraged their recycling for the war
effort. All of the
1942 and 1943
Beano
comics
we listed – 20 in
total – included eye catching
save paper adverts. Beano
#188 even featured Adolf
Hitler and this inevitably
helped boost the final sale
price to £83 despite its low
grade of Good. The war issues averaged £56 a copy
with #204 just topping £100
with a propaganda Hitler
front cover story, pictured
left.

Our bound volume sales continue to
do very well. Many collectors
prefer
their
comics to be loose, like
they would have had them originally as children, but an increasing band of followers are
enticed by the presentation, convenience and
luxury of a bound volume. Not only has the
hard work of sourcing a full / half year been
done already, the condition is usually very
uniform, the binding looks very professional
and they are easy to read and store.
Personally, as collectors ourselves we like
both bound volumes and loose comics in our
collection. We have many years of Beano and
Dandy bound up but also have separate,
loose copies of special issues such as Christmas, Fireworks, character first appearances
and free gift issues.
Beano bound volumes from the late 1960s did incredibly
well at £712, £366 and £215 respectively for full years of
1967, 1968 and 1969. There is still clearly a divide in
value between the 1960s and 1970s in terms of collectibility and value as full years of 1974 and 1975 made £95
and £80 a piece. That said, in recent years we are finding
that 1970s and even 1980s and 1990s, of certain titles at
least, are starting to become really quite desireable.

The Beano comic saw its
highest print run in 1951
with over two million copies, so it isn’t surprising that the
1950s issues turn up reasonably often today. We sold a
full year of 1955 issues, individually, in and around the
Good to G/VG grade and they averaged £12 a copy. Three
copies however soared to over £40 each for no reason
other than, we suspect, two dedicated collectors battling
for an elusive issue. Late 1950s copies in around VG condition sold for an average of £9 apiece and that price was
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DENNIS THE MENACE
Four high grade Dennis the Menace annuals from the
1960s, all with classic front covers and reprint David Law
strips sold for an average of £28 each.

ter two cases beating the price of the equivalent Beano
volumes.

BLACK BOB & DESPERATE DAN
Black Bob, the Dandy Wonder Dog, drawn by the highly
talented Jack Prout had eight of his own annuals between
1950 and 1965. This was due in part to the fantastic artwork but also because the style of story, a mix of art and
prose, lent itself well to being
carried over in the many pages
of a book. A full set of Black
Bob books sold in July for lower
prices than in recent years, perhaps due to lower grade generally, but we were pleased with
£25 for a Fine/VFN example
from the orange covered 1959.
Another spin off from The
Dandy comic was Desperate
Dan who, surprisingly, despite
being drawn by the legendary
Dudley Watkins, had to wait
until 1954 to have his first solo
book and his second didn’t
come along until 1979. The
first
book
has

eluded us for three years so we
were very happy to acquire the
best example we have handled,
in VG+ grade, and secure a
sale at £75.

COMIC LIBRARIES
DANDY
We saw some very strong bidding for the 1955 and 1956
Dandy books back in October, making £100 and £136
respectively in VG grade. Contrast that with examples
from 1957 and 1960, also in VG grade, that made only
£21 and £16. The Dandy has seen a decline in prices in
recent years but high grade examples can still be battled
to high prices.
A scarcely seen run of Dandy comics from 1943, ranging
in grade from Good to VG/Fine made an average of £18
an issue. Rare 1940s Christmas issues that came from the
same original source, albeit in low grade, were snapped
up for £33 (1941), £62 (1942) and £20 each for 1945 and
1946. The 1960 Christmas issue made a notably high £36
and the 1970 issue an equally impressive £19.
Full years of Dandy comics in bound volume reached consistently high prices with £520 achieved for 1956, £260
for 1967, £396 for 1968 and £377 for 1969 – in the lat-

From more recent times but
still widely collected are the
Dandy & Beano comic libraries.
A near full, high grade collection of Dandy Comic Libraries, Cartoon Books and Fun-Size Libraries, sold in century
batches, made just shy of £1 a copy across the board.
These prices were higher than the average prices for the
Beano collection we sold, averaging just over 60p per
copy.

CHRISTMAS
We saved numerous Christmas issues to include in our
November and December auctions. The Editors and artists
really knew how to conjure up the festive season in their
comics. One of our favourite festive cover stories is the
first Topper Christmas issue, #47 from 1953, and it still
attained £18 despite its Fair grade—see overleaf for picture. Less appealing cover art didn’t stop two eager collectors bidding the 1969 festive issue to an incredible £77,
whilst the Beezer Christmas 1969 made £51.
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author of several comic guides
and a font of knowledge on
British comics, provided the
answer. It featured a controversial (not by pre-1970 standards of course) front cover
with Buster playing with Fireworks. Despite being published, it was met with public
criticism and quickly withdrawn from newsstands so is
hardly seen today, except in
the commonwealth countries
such as Australia, where it was
not withdrawn.

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
We make no secret of the fact we adore summer specials,
which often featured bright, classic British seaside front
cover images and games and comic strips inside. Their
usually larger format (just shy of tabloid in the case of
many DC Thomson specials) made them susceptible to
wear, including the dreaded centre fold, but this makes
them all the more enjoyable when very nice, unfolded,
examples come to market. Scarcely seen and increasingly
sought after are the girls holiday specials and a VG- 1980
Bunty edition made £15, whilst the 1981 issue reached an
impressive £26.
Back in
July the first Buster Holiday
Special from 1969, albeit in
only Good grade, made £17
– we love that fairground

HIGH GRADE SELLS!
High grade can lend itself to some very serious bidding
and a classic example of this was The Birthday Book for
Boys 1972, a compilation annual
featuring strips from several
Fleetway comics, which soared
to £50 in its Near Mint- (NM-)
grade. We’ve seen lower grade
examples sell for £5 or less.

FIREWORKS
Fireworks issues are widely collected for largely the same reason as the Christmas editions,
namely their sublime front covers! The following are a few of
our highlights - Beano #1268
from 1966 has one of our favourite Beano covers and in VG/
Fine grade made £21. Dandy
#279 from 1944 with great front
cover made £32 in VG- condition whilst the 1960 edition,
with a very busy cover, attained £15 in G/VG grade.

cover! The 1971 Countdown
Holiday Special, featuring Dr
Who and UFO, made £11 in
its low grade of Fair/Good. A
scarce Jack and Jill edition
from 1978 reached £30 in VG- grade and a Jinty for Girls
from 1979 made £19.

Interestingly, you will rarely see post-1975 Fireworks
themed stories in children’s
comics. Public attitudes were
changing towards such things
by then, with pressure not to
picture children’s characters
playing with Fireworks. A key
example is when we sold #1-30
of Buster Picture Comic Library
from 1984-1985, with some
duplication but #29 missing. A
collector enquired as to why he
just couldn’t seem to find this
elusive #29. Ray Moore, the
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FREE GIFTS
Much like holiday specials, we make no apology in adoring comic free gifts! Elusive, bright, fun, unusual, scarce

and often rare, it’s a real joy to find one secretly tucked
inside a comic, long forgotten by the original owner, be it
a poster, a sheet of stickers or transfers or a squashed,
shrivelled up balloon. The
value of a comic can be significantly enhanced by the
presence of its gift, demonstrated very nicely in our
August auctions. We offered
two #1 Nutty comics – one
with the original Space Dust
free gift, the other without.
The one without made £7,
the one with fetched £86.
Oink 1 from 1986 with its
free gift plastic LP record saw
bidding to £19 whilst the first
Playhour Pictures comic from
1954 made £45 with its Indian feathered head dress. The
first issue of Plug, a spin-off from The Beano, reached £49
helped largely by the rare balloon in original packet.

the reserve of £995 to a long term artwork collector. This
particular piece was drawn just before Watkins started
routinely signing his work, as a deal with DC Thomson to
stay with the firm on a career long basis.
Allan Morley drew Keyhole
Kate for The Dandy comic
and the strip for Dandy
#128 (1940) made £83
whilst an earlier piece from
#66 (1938) reached £102,
with several interested parties. Of its time was the
Chinkee Chinkee Junkie
Man strip, also from the
Dandy comic c1954-1955
which went to its new home
for £43. We also offered
some artwork from the
1960s and 1970s from IPC
titles, highlights including
the front cover artwork
from a 1966 edition of
Treasure selling for £67 and
a beautifully painted page
from the Girls Bumper Book 1976, pictured here, which
was bid to £57.

FLYERS
Publishers DC Thomson and Fleetway / IPC both latched
on to a convenient advertising format by including promotional flyers into the centre page of their comics. Usually
pink in colour, they didn’t impinge on the regular page
count and were attractive and enticing, generally promoting new titles and / or free gifts.

Most edible free gifts were either devoured on the day of
purchase or left for preservation only to slowly leak and
seep through the packaging, rendering
them quite uncollectable. It was therefore a
pleasure to auction the free gift drink powder that came with Cor!! Comic #1, 6th June
1970, still sealed in original packet and the
winning bidder thought so too when he
sealed the win for £136.
In the summer we bought a super collection
of Warlord comics from the first issue in
1974 to 1976, the first
100 or so issues. Despite
being a small run, this
collection was special as
every free gift was included and some that we
hadn’t auctioned or even
seen before. The free gifts came with
#1, 2, 3, 4, 18, 19, 20, 51, 69 and 70.
Sold with their issuing comics, key
prices were seen for #18, #19 and
#70 at just over £70 each.

ARTWORK

The earliest example of
such a flyer that we
have come across from
DC Thomson is 1953,
when they promoted the first
issue of their
new
tabloid
paper, Topper.
The last few
months
have
seen the sale
of the flyer
promoting the
first issue of Beezer, from 1956. Introducing such
characters as Banana Bunch and The Hillys and
The Billys, plus free gifts The Whizz Bang and the
Whistling Whizzer, this flyer was keenly contested to £51. A similar flyer for Beezer #3 with
its free gift The Hilly Billy Banger made nearly as
much, at £45.
Beano #808 from 1958 included a flyer promoting the
first issue of Bunty, DC Thomson’s new paper for girls,
and a Good+ example made £13 whilst one from 1960,
promoting two free gifts, made £20 in
Fine- grade.

We have been pleased to enter the
market of original comic artwork in
recent years. With a few pieces in our
own collection, we decided to sell our
framed Dudley Watkins drawn Desperate Dan
1946
Christmas
issue strip.
It sold for
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ANNUAL FLYERS
An appealing series of DC Thomson
annual promotional leaflets for 1982,
1999, 2000 and 2001 sold for £3 to
£4 each. As collectors ourselves we
very much like these unusual items
which add to the depth of a collection. A rare Robin comic annual flyer
for the fifth annual (1957), found
tucked inside an copy of Girl comic
from the same year, also sold for
£4.

UNSOLD STOCK
Occasionally we are offered collections of unsold newsagents shop stock – odd runs of comics or annuals - but a couple of years ago we acquired a
collection of unsold wholesale stock – some 3,300 issues
from 1983. They comprised 37 different titles from Beano
to Bunty and Victor and Warlord, mostly in unread condition. With much duplication, as many as 20 examples of
the same issue of some comics, the stash went to its new
home for £255, the buyer being delighted as the early
1980s were his era.

thus harder to find today, explaining the higher prices for
these later issues. The last issue, Vol 13 #40 dated 3rd
October 1964, which informed readers of the forthcoming
merge with Princess, made £8 in G/VG grade.

GIRLS
At one time it was difficult to give girl’s comics away, but
there has been a really encouraging surge in interest in
them from female collectors in recent years, very likely
due to the advent of the internet, especially those from
the 1970s such as Penny, Jinty, Misty and Sally. The first
forty issues of Penny, from 1979 to 1980, sold for £65
back in July.
A virtually full run of the 277 issue Tracy comic, all from
an original owner collection in high grades of Fine and

EAGLE
Eagle was hugely successful in the 1950s and a total of
991 editions were published prior to its ultimate merge
with Lion. The comic was
originally published by Hulton Press after they were
approached with the idea for
a futuristic, fun and factual
comic for boys by the reverend Marcus Morris. He
teamed
up
with
Frank
Hampson, the artist responsible for Pilot of the Future
Dan Dare. A huge promotional campaign meant the
comic was an instant hit and
the first issue, dated 28th
April 1950, reportedly sold
900,000 copies. Not surprisingly therefore, Eagle comics
are not rare but are widely
collected. We split a full first volume from 19501951 and realised £268 for the 52 editions, with
£45 for the first issue, albeit in Fair grade.

GIRL
Following the success of Eagle comic in April
1950, aimed at the boys’ market, Hulton Press
spotted a gap in the market for a girls’ paper,
and so the aptly named Girl followed in November 1951. It ran for 664 issues before ultimately
merging with Princess. We were pleased to offer
three full years – Volume 6, 7 and 8 from the
late 1950s made £46, £38 and £82 per volume
in November. A couple of months earlier we
achieved £128
for 46 copies
from Vol 11
and £112 for
17
issues
from Vol 13,
1964.
Dwindling popularity would have
meant lower
print runs and

Very Fine, attracted keen interest. The collection grossed
£414 which equated to £1.50 an issue across the board.
Full or near full years sell well and we are often keen to
keep them together as a year batch as invariably they
originate from the same original source and thus have a
uniform level of wear, including tanning. A gentleman who
sold us his collection from new included virtually full, if
not full, years of Bunty comic from 1978 to 2001 inclusive
and these years sold for an average of £59 each.
School Friend and Schoolgirl story papers from the 1920s
and 1930s were sold in incomplete volume batches and
exceeded
expectations
at
around £2 per copy across the
board.

GIRLS CRYSTAL POSTER
A lovely large format paper
poster from the 1950s promoting Girls Crystal comic,
pictured left, made £80.

ZIP
Zip is a rarely seen title and
one that we hadn’t come
across until earlier this year.
With cover star Skippy, it
lasted just 92 issues and being published by Odhams
Press was merged with Swift
at the end of its tenure. Over
the last few months we listed
17 issues individually which
have realised an astonishing
£40 each on average, demonstrating the scarcity of the title.
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prices achieved for 1967, at £79 and 1972 and 1973, the
latter of which included the final issue, at £90 each.
Most of our nursery comic collection was consigned to us
by an Australian collector and included in the stash were
the first three Holiday Specials from the mid to late 1960s
with lovely vintage colours. The
first issue from 1965 in VG/Fine
grade made a healthy £46 while the
second and third issues reached
£15 and £10 each. A Very Fine example from 1979 made a keen £26.

NURSERY
We were commissioned a
nursery comic collection in
the summer that included Bobo Bunny which first appeared in 1969. We have found
nursery titles to be less sought
after than those aimed at the older
reader. The first issue sold for £6
and a half year bound volume from
1969 for £50.
From 1967, the second issue of
Candy, a scarcely seen comic in
unusual oblong format made £36.
Published by City Magazines, this

title contained numerous images of dolls
which we find quite disturbing!

Three Tiny Tots half year bound
volumes from the publisher’s archive realised £36, £69 and £85 for
1946, 1953 and 1958 respectively.
Published by Amalgamated Press,
this long running nursery title of
1,334 issues ran from 1927 to
1959, with popular strips such as
Tiger Tim and Tiny and Tot.
The first edition of TV Toyland
comic from May 1966 made £42 in Good condition.

DC THOMSON BIG FIVE
Hotspur was one of DC Thomson’s ‘Big Five’ story papers
which dominated the children’s market prior to the emergence of humour comics in the late 1930s and 1940s.
Published fortnightly during the war years, a full year of
26 issues from 1944 in bound volume realised £95. By the
early 1950s weekly publication had resumed and a full
year of 52 issues from 1953, in bound volume, made
£112. So long running was this comic that it was still going into the 1960s and beyond, and had annuals at Christmas—indeed, three high grade annuals from 1967, 1968
and 1969 made £29 each – mind you they were all Very
Fine.
Near full years of Adventure, one of DC Thomson’s ‘Big
Five’ story papers, from 1944-1946 in VG to Fine condition sold for just over £90 per batch.

Some 230 editions of
Harold Hare were published between 1959 and 1964 with great artwork by
Hugh McNeill. In September we sold small batches of
these for between £1 and £4 a copy. A half year bound
volume from July to December 1963 realised £68 and
three consecutive single issues from 1961, giving away
the same free gift, made £10 each.
Seven, a title published by Gresham,
lasted just 16 issues in 1971 and in
September we listed #3, 4, 6, 11, 15
and 16 in one auction, taking £37 in
the process.
Teddy Bear comic lasted a decade to
the week, from September 1963 to
September 1973, with a total of 520
issues prior to its merge with Jack
and Jill. As a Fleetway published title, parts of whose bound volume
archive have found their way onto
the
open
market, we
were
pleased
to
auction
three
half
year
volumes
of
Teddy Bear
with
key

Another from the ‘Big Five’ was Rover and, in 1961, the
title absorbed Adventure. A full year of 1961 Rover /
Rover and Adventure comics, split into two six month
bindings, realised a whopping £205 and £255 respectively.

FILM FUN
Published by Amalgamated Press, Film Fun was a very
long running paper spanning 42 years and 2,225 issues
prior to merging with Film Fun. Laurel and Hardy were
long standing cover stars. We auctioned five half year
bound volumes between 1930 and 1948 and they made
on average £72 a volume, equating to around £2.75 a
copy.
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THRILLER COMICS & SUPER
DETECTIVE LIBRARIES
Thriller Comics, which later became
known as Thriller Comics Library,
was a long running title of 450 issues
published between November 1951
and May 1963, initially by Amalgamated Press and later Fleetway. Featuring mainly historical adventure
stories such as Robin Hood and The
Three Musketeers, we sold 20 issues
from #1 to #281 in varying grades
from Poor/Fair to Fine- and they
averaged £12 a copy. #1 was Poor/
Fair and sold for £13.
Sitting alongside this title was Super
Detective Library and the first issue
from 1953 in Good grade reached
£44, whilst a Fair #3 made £19.

OOR WULLIE
Oor Wullie has been a household
name in Scotland for over 75 years
since its first appearance in The
Sunday Post Fun Section in 1936. Capitalising on the artistic genius of Dudley Watkins, the strip proved so popular that an annual, or bi-annual, alternating each year
with The Broons, was first published in 1940 using reprints from the weekly editions. The early Oor Wullie annuals were published in softback for the years 1940,
1942, a break due to the war, then 1948, 1950, 1952 and
every other year to the present day.

they soared to £910 and £876 respectively, with one buyer being in the
north east of England and the other in
Scotland, where predominantly Oor
Wullie is best known.
We also offered some regular softback
copies from the 1960s, with great
front covers – the 1962 PC Murdoch
being a particular favourite of ours. A
Good+ example sold for £33 in November.
It wasn’t until 1980 that Oor Wullie
had his first Summer Fun Special, a
small comic with cover colours and
black and white puzzles inside. One
was published every June up until at
least 1993. We auctioned seven of
these, all in Very Fine grade, five of
which sold for between £41 and £49
each. Strangely, two in December sold
for under £10 each.

TV & SCI-FI
The 1960s saw the rise of science fiction comics and those based on TV
series. Up there with the best of these were TV Century
21, published by City Magazines and running for 242 issues between 1965 and 1969. The large format comic was
bold and fresh and contained such strips as Fireball XL5,
Stingray, Lady Penelope, Thunderbirds, Doctor Who and

We were very fortunate to acquire four hardback editions
which were created for in-house editorial use at the DC
Thomson headquarters in Dundee. Only a few were likely
made and very rarely do these appear on the market as
perhaps on an odd occasion a staff member took home a
personal copy as a keep sake.
In the early years, Robert Low (RD Low) was the Editor of
the Sunday Post Fun Section for
over 20 years. He used to let
any DC Thomson staff scriptwriter submit scripts to Oor
Wullie and The Broons which
led to a very eclectic set of
story sources being used. Low
would use his harder wearing
hardback file copies to keep
track of story ideas that had
already been used and for reference purposes so as to weed
out any overused script situations from one bi-annual to the
next. The annuals were indeed
a collection of reprints of those
strips that appeared in the
weekly Sunday Post.
Very few of these DC Thomson file copies come on to the
market - indeed we know of
only two each from the years
1950-1956. What distinguished
these books as file copies were
the hardback covers, whilst the
regular, mass produced books
for the general market were
softback.
We auctioned the 1950 (VG)
and 1954 (VG/Fine) editions and

the Daleks. In 1965 and 1966, as an off-shoot from the
comic, six “Specials” were published and we were privileged to auction five of the six between July and November, three of which topped £100. From 1965, the Stingray
Special, TV21 International Extra Special and Summer
Extra specials attained £117, £133 (in just Fair condition)
and £138 respectively. From 1966, the Thunderbirds Extra
Special made £36 and the TV21 Summer Extra £62.
In 1969, City Magazines launched Joe 90 as a companion
comic to TV Century 21. Joe 90 was Gerry Anderson’s
latest TV show following on from the successes of Fireball
XL5, Stingray, Thunderbirds and Captain Scarlet. Despite
some great scripts and artwork
with Star Trek and Land of the
Giants, the comic didn’t match
the success of its companion
TV century 21 and lasted just
34 issues before merging with
the re-issued TV21. We auctioned half of the 34 issues and
achieved an average price of
£15 a copy, ranging between
£8 and £34.
City Magazines also published
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Solo, another short lived
title of just 31 issues and
this is likely to be the reason
they are difficult to come by
today. Seven copies averaged £17 a piece.
With television becoming
commercially mainstream in
the 1950s, it wasn’t long
before the British comics
industry caught on and titles
based on popular TV series
were published. TV Comic,
by Beaverbrook, was an
early protagonist. For the first ten years the comic was
aimed primarily at a very young audience with strips such
as Muffin the Mule, Sooty and
Noddy, but in the early 1960s,
with the advent of a new publisher, Polystyle Publications, it
began to pitch at an older readership. Notably, in 1961 Supercar
appeared for the first time, followed a year later by Fireball XL5
and in 1964, Doctor Who. The
value of the comics from this latter period is greatly enhanced by
the inclusion of these strips –
indeed, we sold 18 issues between 1962 and 1964 and they
realised an average of £16 each,
compared to early 1950s which
tend to sell for around £5 each.

MARVELMAN & YOUNG MARVELMAN

traditional British comics with
humorous strips like those found
in The Beano, but started to
incorporate superhero stories
such as Batman and Fantastic
Four when Odhams obtained the
rights to reprint Marvel material
in the UK.
Wham comic was the brainchild
of Leo Baxendale who wanted to
create a comic to rival The
Beano, the comic he had contributed towards heavily with
The Bash Street Kids, Little Plum
and Minnie the Minx. The first
issue was launched in June 1964 and soon another former
DC Thomson artist, Ken Reid, joined Odhams and produced mesmerising artwork
with Frankie Stein. The first
issue made £25 in Fair condition and issues 3 to 15, listed
individually, realised just shy of
£10 each on average. The
Christmas issues for 1964 and
1965 made £13 and £18.
Pow arrived in 1967 and contained Spider-man and Nick
Fury, whilst Fantastic was more
like an American comic in style
and featured The Mighty Thor,
the X-Men and Iron Man. A
VG+ example of Pow #1 sold
for £58 in our October sale, the
Christmas edition of the same
year, #50, for £12 and a former IPC bound file copy containing #2-25 for £105.

WAR COMICS
In December we were consigned a fabulous collection of
1960s boys adventure and war comics from the original
owner, including several 1960s Holiday Specials. Battle
Picture Library Holiday Special for 1964, 1965 and 1966
made £17 each whilst the War Picture Library equivalents
reached £21, £11 and £23, respectively. They all had vibrant colours and their Fine grades no doubt
assisted these great prices.

Marvelman
and Young Marvelman were Britain’s answer to Superman
and Superboy. L Miller published several hundred of each
in the 1950s and we auctioned several copies in high
grade with vibrant covers. The Marvelman issues averaged £12 each whilst the younger version £10 apiece.

2000AD
Back in July, an early 2000AD collection realised £41 for
the first issue from 1977 but considerably more for #2 at
£122, likely due to the first appearance of Judge Dredd,
one of the comic’s long standing stars. Copies up to #50
reached just over £4 each in
small batches.

POWER COMICS
Power Comics was a trade
name for Wham, Smash, Pow,
Fantastic and Terrific comics
published by Odhams Press in
the mid to late 1960s. Wham
and Smash comics were more

Having sold plenty of War Picture Library
comics in our ten
year auction history, we offered for
the first time a
selection of Giant
War Picture Library
comics, a short
running series of
76
issues
from
1964 to 1965. With
an unusual oblong
upright
format
(essentially double
the height of a
regular
library
comic) these examples had exceedingly
bright
covers and were only graded as
VG due to rusty staples which,
in some cases, had caused the
covers to detach. Fourteen issues in total sold for £208, averaging just shy of £15 a copy.
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weeks. In that time IPC
felt the comic had lost
momentum and so eight
weeks
later
it
reemerged as the amalgamated Eagle and Scream
on 1st September 1984.
Five summer specials
were published between
1984 and 1988. We auc-

COMMANDO
Commando is
one
of
DC
Thomson’s
most successful
publications
and is still being
published
today at a rate
of 8 issues per
month.
It’s
format has remained consistent throughout its 55 year history – cover
colours and a 68 page black and white interior. First published in July 1961, the pre-100 numbers are the most
sought after and valuable. We’ve sold a number of pre100 issues in mixed grades from Fair to VG/Fine which
have averaged £26 a copy.

GILES
Giles cartoons were published in the Daily Express newspaper and an annual produced each year to this day from
1946. A copy of the first annual in VG condition reached
£98 in our October sale.

tioned the complete set of Scream
with #1 and 2, with their original
free gifts, realising £30 and £23
each, whilst #3-15 as a batch
made £27. The final four summer
specials were also sold for £10,
£18, £14 and £36.
The first issue of Shiver and Shake
from 1973 generated £33.

LION
As mentioned previously, in recent
years several examples of bound
volumes from the former IPC /
Fleetway Publications comic archive have come to market,
in half year volumes. We acquired three Lion volumes
from this collection and half years from 1965, 1967 and
1968 made £169, £90 and £58 respectively, demonstrating the usual increase in value as a comic gets older,
within the realistic boundaries of nostalgia. The bound
volumes led to an average price per issue of £4.25. Interestingly, a couple of months earlier we auctioned small
batches of around 10 issues per year from 1961-1964 and
these made a similar amount per copy, unbound.

MAD
Mad magazine with its political satire saw its first copy in
Good+ condition sell for £46 and a batch of 21 early issues for £2 each.

VALIANT

SCREAM
Scream was an IPC publication which ran for just 15 issues between March 24th and June 30th, 1984, featuring
strips such as The Dracula File, A Ghastly Tale, Monster
and Tales from the Grave. The comic’s short life was due
not to a backlash from parents over the ghastly content
but an industrial printer’s strike which lasted several

Valiant, with strips such as Captain Hurricane, Billy
Bunter, Sexton Blake, Kelly’s Eye and The Steel Claw, was
launched in October 1962 and was one of Fleetway’s most
successful adventure comics. In
December we were delighted to
offer a good number in largely uniform condition from #1, in 1962, to
1965. #1 in Good- grade made
£38, #2 and #3 £15 and £13 each
whilst around 80 issues from 1962
to 1965 averaged £2.50 each in
small batches. A Very Fine+ copy of
the 1966 Valiant annual, the best
we have seen, rallied to £21.
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TIGER & HURRICANE

CHAMP

Hurricane lasted just 63 issues before merging with long
standing Tiger comic. There was considerable interest in
four large runs of the merged Tiger and Hurricane from
the mid to late 1960s. All from an original owner collection in around the VG grade with bright colours, £127 and
£137 was achieved for full years from 1966 and 1967.

DC Thomson’s comic Champ, aimed at the boys’ football
market, gave free gifts with its first four issues and these
made around £8 apiece.

HORNET
Hornet comic was one of several boys papers that DC
Thomson launched in the 1960s, with notable strips being
The Blazing Ace of Space and
V for Vengeance. From an
original owner collection we
sold #1 (1963) for £48, #3,
4 and 5 for around £10 each,
the remaining 1963 issues
for £3 each and near full /
full years from 1964, 1965
and 1966 for £68, £124 and
£87 respectively. The interest in bound volumes caused
two half year volumes from
1968 to be sky rocket to
£160 and £230.

VICTOR
From the same vendor as the
Valiant comics came a comprehensive collection of Victor
comics from the first issue in
1961. The #1 issue was only Fair
with some of the front cover missing but was still bid to £45. Loose
issues from 1961 averaged £12
apiece whilst full years from 1963,
1964, 1965 and 1966 made just
over £100 per year - around £2
each. From the same collection,
the first Victor annual from 1964
made £60 in virtually unread condition.

OBSERVER
British comics have long
been a light hearted subject
close to the hearts of many
and so related articles regularly appear in the press and
have done for decades. Indeed, the 1974 Christmas
edition of Observer magazine
included a Denis Gifford inspired feature on British
comics at Christmas. This
particular edition used the
magnificent artwork from the
front cover of the 1945
Dandy Monster Comic annual
and went to its new owner for ten British pounds.

RUPERT BEAR
We once collected Rupert Bear annuals ourselves but now
only trade in them and enjoy so when we do. The run up
to Christmas saw us auction an original 1937, the second
annual, in very good order indeed, for £132 whilst the
best example we have seen for the 1950 annual sold for
our record price of £167. We were also pleased to offer
the 1964, 1966 and 1968 annuals with Magic Painting
pages untouched which fetched £59, £53 and £25 each.

Back in July a near complete run
of Victor comics, in around the
Fine grade from 1978 to 1991,
made on average 70p per issue,
realising £473 for the 698 comics. A Good 1992 Victor
Summer Special fetched £36 in the same sale.

BUSTER
The first issue of Buster, dated 28th May 1960 in Good
grade sold to a gentleman who focuses his collection
solely on #1 issues and paid £134 for his new prize. The
early Buster issues often had superb covers, not least the
Christmas issues for 1963 and 1964, making £21 and £14
respectively. A couple of scarce early 1960s free gifts
made around a tenner each. Buster was one of IPC’s
longest running titles and a half year publisher file copy
from 1983 reached £46.

That’s all for now, folks! We hope you’ve enjoyed our first
Market Report newsletter. We would welcome feedback,
good or bad, on this first issue so please get in touch.
We’re always looking to buy vintage comic collections including all of the items discussed in this newsletter, so
please make contact if
you have any spare
items or have decided to
part with your collection.
In the meantime, happy
collecting and hope to
trade on eBay soon!
Our next newsletter will
be in June.
Best wishes,
Phil Shrimpton
www.phil-comics.com
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PHIL-COMIC AUCTIONS
SPECIALIST BRITISH COMIC
DEALERS AND AUCTIONEERS

———
WANTED!
WE BUY AND AUCTION PRE-1980
BRITISH COMICS, ANNUALS, SUMMER
SPECIALS, FREE GIFTS AND ARTWORK

———
PO BOX

2157, SEAFORD,

EAST SUSSEX, BN25

9DR

TEL

01323 654497

OR

07739 844703

WWW.PHIL-COMICS.COM
PHIL_COMICS@YAHOO.CO.UK
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